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Chamfer Metrics, the Medial Axis and Mathematical Morphology 
PETER F.M. NACKEN* 
CW!, Kruislaan 413, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
Abstract. This paper describes a number of efficient algorithms for morphological operations which use discs 
defin_ed by chamfer distances as structuring elements. It presents an extension to previous work on extending 
metrics (such as the p-q-metrics). Theoretical results and algorithms are presented for p-q-r-metrics, which are 
not extending. These metrics can approximate the Euclidean metric close enough for most practical situations. The 
algorithms are based on an analysis of the structure of shortest paths in the p-q-r-metric and of the set of values this 
metric can assu~e. ~fficient algorithms are presented for the medial axis and the opening transform. The opening 
transform algorithm is two orders of magnitude faster than a more straightforward algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
Mathematical morphology (10, 16] is an approach 
to image processing which is based on set theoretic 
notions such as inclusion and intersection. Recently, 
mathematical morphology has been extended to grey 
level images (16] and even complete lattices (6, 7, 15], 
but originally mathematical morphology dealt with bi-
nary images. Mathematical morphology models binary 
images as sets, by considering the foreground pixels as 
a subset of the image plane. The image is analyzed by 
inspecting the containment or intersection relations of 
the image with translates of some set B, the structuring 
element. 
When mathematical morphology is applied to im-
ages defined on the real plane, one often uses discs as 
structuring elements. This is a suitable choice, because 
it makes morphological operators rotation invariant and 
because it allows for the interpretation of the results in 
terms of the natural metric for the image plane. Be-
cause discs are defined by a metric, it is possible to 
describe much of the theory of morphological oper-
ators based on circular structuring elements in terms 
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of metrics. In this approach, the notions of distance 
transformation and reconstruction occur in a natural 
way. 
In practice, images are not defined on the real plane, 
but on (some subset of) the square grid Z2. On this 
grid, chamfer metrics [3] can be defined by setting 
the distance between pairs of neighboring points, and 
providing a rule for determining the distance between 
any pair of points from the distances between neigh-
boring points. The definition of chamfer metrics is 
presented in the next section. The accuracy of a cham-
fer metric (compared with the Euclidean metric) can 
be improved by increasing the number of point pairs 
for which a prefixed distance is given. In typical cases, 
the distance of each point to eight other points is given, 
yielding the so-called p-q-metrics, or the distance to 
16 other points is given, yielding the so-called p-q-r-
metrics. 
Chamfer metrics can be used as accurate approx-
imations to the Euclidean metric, at the same time 
allowing for efficient computation. In this paper, the 
metric approach to mathematical morphology will be 
combined with chamfer metrics in order to define the 
medial axis, opening transform and pattern spectrum 
associated with chamfer metrics. Efficient algorithms 
for these operations will be described. 
The medial axis algorithm is different for p-q-
metrics, such as the 3-4-metric or the 5-7-rnetric, and p-
q-r-metrics such as the 5-7-11-metric. The author has 
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described the algorithm for p-q-metrics in a previous 
paper [ 13 ]. This paper presents a medial axis algorithm 
for the p-q-r-metric. The algorithm for p-q-metrics is 
presented in this paper for the sake of completeness, 
and in order to be able to point out the differences with 
the p-q-r-metric. 
The organization of the rest of the paper is as 
follows. The next section describes a number of no-
tions from mathematical morphology and chamfer met-
rics and presents some properties of convex polygons. 
The tools presented in this section are used in Section 3 
to derive the medial axis algorithm for the p-q-metric, 
and in Section 4 to present the medial axis algorithm 
for the p-q-r-metric. In Section 5, algorithms for the 
opening transform and pattern spectrum are derived, 
which use the medial axis algorithms derived in the 
previous sections. The last section sums up the con-
clusions of this paper. 
2. Chamfer Metrics and Mathematical 
Morphology 
In this section, we present the definitions discrete 
metrics and chamfer metrics and list some of their prop-
erties. For a proof of these properties, the reader is 
referred to a previous paper [13]. We also present 
some definitions and results on mathematical morphol-
ogy, in particular the definitions of the medial axis, and 
some properties of convex polygons. We will write D 
for the range {d(x, y) Ix, y E E) of a metric don a 
set E. 
Definition 2.1. A metric don a set Eis called a dis-
crete metric if its range D = {d(x, y) Ix, y E E} con-
tains no limit points. 
For a metric d, the closed sphere B(x, r) with center 
x E E and radius r E D is defined by 
B(x, r) = {y EE I d(x, y)::::: r). 
One can associate two types of distance transforms with 
a given discrete metric. 
Definition 2.2. Let d be a discrete metric on E and 
let D be its range. The external distance transform Pxxt 
is the function E -7 D defined by 
Definition 2.3. Let d be a discrete metric on E and 
let D be its range. The internal distance transform p~1 
is the function X -r D defined by 
p~1 (x) = max{r ED I B(x, r) s; X}. 
Because D has no limit points, the equality 
(2.1) 
holds. This equality enables us to compute the in-
ternal distance transform from the external one when 
D is known [13]. In the literature, the external dis-
tance transform is used most frequently. In this paper, 
the internal distance transform is most important, so 
from now on we will write p for the internal distance 
transform. 
A notion closely related to the distance transform is 
the (closed sphere) reconstruction. 
Definition 2.4. Let d be a discrete metric on E and 
let D be its range. Let f be a function from a bounded 
subset X of E to D. The reconstruction R(f) off is 
defined as the set 
R(f) = LJ B(x, /(x)). 
XEX 
This definition suggests that a reconstruction can be 
computed by a simple algorithm. A set is initialized 
to be empty, and the sphere B (x, f (x)) is added to it 
for each x E X. Note that for every bounded set X the 
relation X = R(p~1 ) holds. 
We will now present the definition of the medial axis 
[16] and its relation to metrics. From the definition of 
the internal distance transform, it can easily be deduced 
that a sphere B (x, r) with center x E E and radius r E D 
is included in a set X if and only if r S p(x). The 
largest sphere with center x which is contained in X is 
therefore B(x, p(x)). 
Definition 2.5. Let X be a bounded subset of E and 
let d be a discrete metric. The medial axis M x of X is 
the locus of the Centers of maximal spheres in X, i.e., 
x E Mx if and only if there is an r ED such that 
B(x, r) ~ B(x', r') s; X ==> x' = x, r' = r. 
It can readily be seen that x E M x if and only if there 
is no y E X such that y i= x and B(x, p(x)) C 
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B (y, p (y)). This property will be used throughout the 
next sections. 
The homotopy of the medial axis of a set X is in 
general different from the homotopy of the original 
set. A thin subset of X which has the same homotopy 
as X and lies in some sense "in the middle" of X is 
often called a skeleton. The medial axis, skeletons and 
their relations have been investigated extensively in the 
past [2, 5, 11-14, 16]. 
A particular class of discrete metrics is formed by 
chamfer metrics [3]. Chamfer metrics were origi-
nally defined by Borgefors. In this paper, we restrict 
ourselves to chamfer metrics on the square grid '11}. 
The first step in the construction of a chamfer met-
ric is the selection of a set of so-called prime vectors 
{v1, ... , vk}. Although not necessary from a theoreti-
cal point of view [13], it is common to choose a set 
of prime vectors which is invariant under the sym-
metry group D4 of the square grid; D4 consists of 
4 rotations (including the identity) and 4 reflections 
in horizontal, vertical and diagonal lines. Common 
choices aretousethefourvectors of the form (±1, 0) or 
(0, ±1), the eight vectors of the form (±1, 0), (0, ±1) 
or (± 1, ± 1) or the sixteen vectors of the form (± 1, 0), 
(0, ±1), (±1, ±1), (±1, ±2) or (±2, ±1). These sets 
of prime vectors correspond to the 4-neighborhood, 
the 8-neighborhood and the neighborhood containing 
the 8-neighbors and the pixels at a knight's mover 
from the center, respectively. The latter neighbor-
hood will from now on be referred to as the 16-
neigh borhood. 
The next step is the assignment of a weight l (vi) to 
each prime vector. These weights are positive numbers; 
in this paper, we use integers only. The weights are 
chosen such that they are invariant under the symmetry 
group D4 of the grid. Therefore, if eight prime vectors 
are chosen as mentioned above, the four vectors(± 1, 0) 
and (0, ± 1) must have the same weight p, and the four 
vectors (± 1, ± 1) must also have the same weight q. If 
sixteen prime vectors are chosen as mentioned above, 
the eight vectors (±1, ±2) and (±2, ±1) must have the 
same weight r. The resulting chamfer metrics will be 
called p-q-metrics and p-q-r-metrics, respectively. 
The chamfer metric corresponding to a given set of 
prime vectors and their weights can now be defined as 
follows. 
Definition2.6. Let {v1, ... , vd be a set of prime vec-
tors, invariant under D4 and let l(v;) be their weights, 
also invariant under D4 . The chamfer metric d on ?} 
is defined by 
d(x, y) 
= min{ ~n;l(v;) I ni EN, ~n;v; =y-x). 
It is not hard to see that this definition is equivalent to 
the more common definition using paths, which one 
often encounters in the literature. 
Suppose that no two prime vectors point in the same 
direction. Then the prime vectors can be ordered clock-
wise according to their direction. Two prime vectors 
will be called adjacent if they are adjacent in this or-
dering. An equivalent definition of adjacency is the 
following: two prime vectors v1 and v2 are adjacent 
if the only prime vectors in {A.1 v1 + A.2v2 I A.1, A.2 E 
JR, A.1, A2 =::: O} are v1 and v2. Let v; = vif l(v;) be 
the so called normalized prime vectors. These prime 
vectors will in general not be elements of the discrete 
grid'?}. We will often use the following theorem [13]: 
Theorem 2.7. Suppose that a set {v1, .•• , vk} with 
weights l ( v;) satisfies the following properties: 
(1) If v1 = (x1, Y1) and V2 = (x2, y2) are adjacent 
prime vectors, then X1Y2 - X2Y1 = ±1. 
(2) The normalized prime vectors v; / l ( v;) are the cor-
ners of a convex polygon. 
Then each vector x of the square grid can be written in 
a unique way in the form n1 V1 + n1v2, where v1 and v2 
are adjacent prime vectors, n 1 and n1 are nonnegative 
integers and d(x, 0) = n1l(v1) + n1l(v2). 
All chamfer metrics one usually comes across satisfy 
these conditions. If one finds a way of writing a vector 
y - x as n1 v1 + n1v2 where ni. n2, v1 and v2 are as 
described above, it follows from the uniqueness of this 
expression thatd(x, y) =n1l(v1) + n1l(v2). 
Note that, in general, not all integers occur in the 
range D = {d(x, 0) Ix E Z2}. It can be shown [13] that 
if the weights of adjacent prime vectors have great-
est common divisor 1, the range contains all but a 
finite number of natural numbers. The ranges of a 
p-q-metric and a p-q-r-metric will sometimes be writ-
ten as Dp-q and Dp-q-r. respectively. 
In Section 4, we will consider the extension of the 
p-q-r-metric to the continuous plane. It is defined as 
follows. 
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Definition 2.8. Let V be the set of prime vectors de-
scribed above and let l be the weight functions sat-
isfying the conditions mentioned above. The p-q-r-
chamfer metric on R2 is defined by 
d(x,y) 
=inf( ~lndl(vi)lni eR,~n;v; =y-x) 
It is not difficult to see that the p-q-r-chamfer metric 
on R2 is indeed a metric, and that the "spheres" defined 
by this metric are polygons with 16 comers. From the 
proofofLemma2.7, it can be derived thattherestriction 
of the p-q-r-metric on R2 to 'll} is the p-q-r-metric on 
'll}. 
Spheres in the continuous plane are defined as fel-
lows. 
Definition 2.9. For each p E R, p 2: 0 and x E R2, 
the continuous sphere S(x, p) is defined by 
S(x, p) = {y E R2 I d(x, y) S p). 
Continuous and discrete spheres are related as follows. 
Suppose x E Z2 and p E R, p 2: 0. Then 
S(x, p) n Z2 = B(x, p-), (2.2) 
where p- is the number rnax{-r E DI i S p}. This 
implies that, for x E Z2 and p E D, 
B(x, p) = S(x, p) n Z 2 • (2.3) 
For continuous spheres, the equivalence S(x, p) ~ 
S(y, -r) {} r 2: p + d(x, y) holds. As noted before 
[13], this relation is not true for discrete spheres. 
Definition 2.10. The relation i; between subsets A 
and B ofR2 is defined by 
A i; B iff A n z2 ~ B n z2 . 
Obviously, A ~ B implies A i; B, but the reverse is 
in general not true. 
The following lemmas describe the behavior of con-
vex sets under scalings. They will be used in Section 4. 
The scaling M(c, A.)(X) of a subset X ofR2 with center 
c E R2 and magnification factor ).. E R is defined as 
the set {A.(x - c) + c I x E X}. 
E' 
D' 
Figure I. Illustration of Lemma 2.12. The only part of the small 
polygon ABC DE which is not contained in the magnified polygon 
A' B' C' D' E' is the shaded area. 
Lemma 2.11. Let X be a convex subset of R2 and let 
x EX, A.> 1. Then X £ M(x, )..)(X). 
Lemma 2.12. Let P be a convex polygon. Suppose 
that the carriers of two of its sides A Band CD intersect 
in a point Z, and that B is closer to Z than A and C is 
closer to Z than D. Suppose ).. is a scaling factor such 
that B' = )..(B - Z) + Z lies between Band A and 
C' = A.(C - Z) + Z lies between C and D. Then the 
only part of P which is not contained in M(Z, A.)(P) is 
the polygon bounded by the boundaries of the polygons 
between B and C and between B' and C', and the 
segments BB' and CC'. 
This lemma is illustrated in Fig. 1. It can be proven by 
considering, for all lines l through Z, the intersections 
of l with P and M(Z, A.)(P). These intersections are 
either both equal to 0 or partially overlapping segments 
of l. 
3. The Medial Axis for the p-q-Metric 
In this section, we present the medial axis algorithm 
for p-q-metrics. This algorithm uses a no-upstream 
condition for the internal distance transform which is 
analogous to the no-upstream condition which holds 
for the medial axis in R 2 [11]. Recall that, if X is 
some open subset ofR2, its distance transform p is the 
functionfromR2 toRdefinedby p(x) = inf{d(x, y) I 
y E xc}. A point x E X is a medial axis point if and 
only if there is no y =I= x such that p (y) = p (x) + 
d(x, y). 
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The algorithm presented in this section for p-
q-metrics uses the fact that these metrics are 
extending. 
Definition 3.1. Let d be a metric on a set E with range 
D. A valuer E D is called an extending value if for 
each x, y E E there is a z E E such that d(x, y) + 
d(y, z) = d(x, z) and d(y, z) = r. 
Definition 3.2. A metric don a set E with range D is 
called extending if each r E D is an extending value. 
The Euclidean metric is extending. Given x, y and 
r, the point z as described in the definition can be con-
structed using simple geometry: it is one of the inter-
sections of the line xy with the circle with center y and 
radius r. Of the two intersection points, the one must 
be chosen for which y lies between x and z. 
All p-q-metrics are extending as well. This can be 
shown by constructing a point z, as we did in the previ-
ous paragraph for the Euclidean metric. Let x and y be 
two points in Z2 and letr E Dp-q• The vector y-x can 
be written in the form n1 v 1 + n1v2, where v1 and v2 are 
adjacent prime vectors and n 1 and n2 are non-negative 
integers. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed 
that l(v1) = p and l(v2) = q. As r E Dp-q• r can be 
written as m 1p +m2q, where m 1 and m1 are nonnega-
tive integers. We can take z = y + m 1 v1 + m1 v2. Then 
z- y = m1v1 + m2v2, so d(y, z) = m1p + m1q = r. 
Moreover, z - x = (n 1 + m1)v1 + (n2 + m1)v2, so 
d(x, z) = (m1 + n1)p + (m2 + nz)q = d(x, y) + 
d(y, z). 
The following theorem presents the no-upstream 
condition for medial axis points for extending 
metrics. 
Theorem 3.3. Let d be a metric on Z2• Let X be a 
bounded subset ofZ2. A point x EX for which p(x) is 
an extending value is the center of a maximal sphere 
if and only if there is no y =f. x such that p(y) > 
p(x) + d(x, y) ("x has no upstream"). 
Proof: 'Only if': suppose that there exists any =f. x 
such that p(y) ::: p(x) + d(x, y). In that case every 
z E B(x, p(x)) satisfies 
d(z, y) s_d(z, x) +d(x, y) 5. p(x) +d(x, y)::: p(y). 
Therefore B(y, p(x)) is a sphere con-
taining B (x, p (x)) and contained in X. Therefore, x 
is not the center of a maximal sphere. 
'If': suppose x is not the center of a maximal 
sphere. Then the sphere with center x and radius 
p(x) must be contained in a closed sphere with cen-
ter y =f. x and radius p (y). Let z be a point such that 
d(y, x) +d(x, z) = d(y, z) andd(x, z) = p(x). Such 
a points exists because p(x) is an extending value. 
From z E B(x, p(x)) s; B(y, p(y)) it follows that 
d(z, y) 5. p(y). From these relations it can be de-
duced that 
p(y) - p(x) 2: d(z, y) - p(x) 
= d(z, y) - d(x, z) = d(x, y). D 
Corollary 3.4. Let d be an extending metric on 'll} 
and X a bounded subset. Then x E X is a medial axis 
point if and only if there is no y EX such that p(y) 2: 
p(x) + d(x, y). 
This theorem provides a characterization of the me-
dial axis points, but it cannot be used for the construc-
tion of an efficient algorithm: in order to determine 
whether x is a medial axis point of X, all points y must 
be inspected. In the case of the p-q-metric, the search 
can be limited to the neighbors of x. 
Theorem 3.5. Let X be a bounded subset of Z 2, pro-
vided with a chamfer metric whose set of prime vectors 
is V and let x E X. If there is a pointy such that 
p(y) 2: p(x) +d(x,y), thenthereisalsoan y' E Z2 
satisfying y' - x E V and p(x) + d(x, y'). 
Proof: Let x and y be points as described in the 
theorem. Then 
B(x, p(x)) s; B(y, p(y)) s; X. 
There is a pair of adjacent prime vectors v1 and v2 
such that x - y = n1 v, + n1v2 and n1 and n1 are non-
negative. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed 
that n 1 > 0. We can now take y' = x - v1 • This implies 
d(x, y) = d(x, y') + d(y', y) and y' - x E V. It is 
now sufficient to prove that 
B(x, p(x)) s; B(y', p(x) + d(x, y')) s; B(y, p(y)). 
The first inclusion follows from 
d(x, p) 5. p(x) => d(y', p) 5. d(y', x) + d(x, p) 
.::: d(y', x) + p(x). 
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The second inclusion follows from: 
d(y', p) s p(x) + d(x, y') =? d(y, p) 
s d(y, y') + d(y', p) 
s d (x, y') + d (y', y) + p (x) 
= d(x, y) + p(x) s p(y). D 
Corollary 3.6. Let X be a bounded subset of 'ff:}, 
provided with the p-q-metric. Then x E X is a medial 
axis point if and only if there is no 8-neighbor y of x 
such that p(y):::: p(x) + d(x, y). 
This theorem suggests the following algorithm for 
the computation of the medial axis in the p-q-metric. 
Algorithm 3.7. The computation of the medial axis 
of a bounded subset X of'l} with respect to the p-q-
metric. 
(1) Compute the external distance transform of X. 
(2) Compute the internal distance transform p of X 
from the external one. 
(3) Mark all points x having no 8-neighbor y with 
p (y) :::: p (x) + d (x, y). 
This algorithm requires four image scans, and local 
computation only. It is possible to perform steps (2) and 
(3) in a single scan, but this makes the local operation 
to be performed in this step much more complicated, 
so this is not a good approach. 
4. The Medial Axis for the p-q-r-Metric 
A p-q-r-chamfer metric can approximate the 
Euclidean metric more accurately than any p-q-metric 
(18]. The relative error of the 5-7-11-metric with re-
spect to the Euclidean metric is 1.79%, while the rel-
ative error of any p-q-metric is at least 3.96%. This 
implies that the error made when measuring an object 
of diameter 50 is in the order of a single pixel when the 
5-7-11-metric is used. Therefore, the accuracy of the 
5-7-11-metric is sufficient in most practical situations. 
On the other hand, the algorithms for the p-q-r-
metric are more complicated than those for the p-q-
metric. The medial axis algorithm described in the 
previous section cannot be used, because the p-q-r-
metric is not extending. This can be seen from the 
example in Fig. 2 for the 5-7-11-metric. The small 
sphere of radius 5 is contained in the larger one of 
Figure 2. An example showing that the no-upstream criterion for 
the medial axis cannot be applied to the 5-7-11 metric. 
radius 11, but the distance of their centers is 7, while the 
difference of their radii is only 6. This section presents 
an algorithm which is suitable for the p-q-r-metric. 
For the p-q-r-metric, there are three types of prime 
vectors: those of the form (± 1, 0) or (0, ±1) with 
weight p, those of the form (±1, ±1) with weight 
q, and those of the form (±1, ±2) or (±2, ±1) with 
weight r. We will say that these vectors are of type p, 
type q or type r, respectively. Each vector of type r is 
adjacent to a vector of type panda vector of type q, but 
no pairofvectors of type p and type q are adjacent(see 
Fig. 3). As a consequence, each shortest path between 
two points contains either vectors of type p and type 
r, vectors of type q and type r or vectors of a single 
type. The range Dp-q-r of the p-q-r-metric consists of 
the points which can be written as px + ry or qx + ry, 
for nonnegative integers x and y. Note that integers 
larger that qr can be written in both forms (see [13] for 
a discussion of the structure of D). 
Like in the previous section, our aim is to determine 
for each point x whether there is a point y #- x such 
that B(x, p (x )) £ B(y, p (y)). We will not try to find a 
criterion which decides whether this relation holds for 
two arbitrary points x and y. Rather, we will show that 
if, for a given x, such a pointy exists, there is also a 16-
neighbor y' of x such that B (x, p (x)) £ B(y', p (y')). 
It is then sufficient to check for each 16-neighbor y of 
x whether B(x, p(x)) £ B(y, p(y)). If there is no 
such point, then x is a medial axis point, otherwise it 
is not. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a bounded subset of 'll}. 
A point x E X is a medial axis point if and only if 
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there is no 16-neighbor y of x such that B(x, p(x)) c 
B(y, p(y)). 
Note that, if p(x) E pN +rN and p(x) E qN + rN, 
p(x) is an extending value and Theorem 3.3 can be 
used. It can then be argued, like in the proof of 
Theorem 3.5, that x is a medial axis point if there is no 
16-neighbor y of x such that p(y) 2: p(x) + d(x, y). 
Yet, for the p-q-r-metric, there are values of p(x) 
which are in pN+rNbut notinqN+rN, or vice versa. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 consists of two steps. 
First, we show (Lemma 4.3) that it is sufficient to in-
spect a star-shaped region, whose shape depends on 
p(x). From this result, it will be derived (Lemma 4.4) 
that it is sufficient to inspect a 16 point neighborhood. 
In order to simplify the discussion, we will suppose 
that x is the origin. We divide 7!} in eight octants, as 
shown in Fig. 3. The octants will be called the (2, 1)-
octant, the (1, 2)-octant, the (-1, 2)-octant, etc., after 
the prime vector of type r they contain. Note that the 
symmetry group D4 , which consists of four rotations 
(including the identity) and four reflections in horizon-
tal, vertical and diagonal lines, maps a point in one 
octant to a point in each of the other octants. Therefore 
we can assume without loss of generality that y lies in 
the (-2, - i)-octant. 
Suppose that z is a point in the (2, i)-octant. Let 
z1 = z, z2, ... , zs be the images under D4 of the point 
z. It can easily be seen that d (y, Z;) ::: d (y, z) for all i. 
Consequently, the sphere B(O, p(O)) is completely 
Figure 3. Horizontal, vertical and diagonal vectors partition the 
plane in eight parts, which can be labeled according the vector of 
type q they contain. 
contained in B (y, p(y)) ifthe intersection of the sphere 
centered at 0 with the (2, I)-octant is completely con-
tained in the sphere centered at y. 
As a consequence of the two previous para-
graphs, we may restrict ourselves to the situation 
depicted in Fig. 4. Let l, m and n be the lines 
through the origin in the directions ( l, 1), (2, 1) and 
(1, 0), respectively. Let P and Q be the points 
Figure 4. The geometry of the situation under consideration. See the text for an explanation. 
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(Lp(O) Ip J, 0) and ( LP (0) /q J, Lp(O) /q J) and le = 
(-Lp(O)/pJ, -Lp(O)/pJ) and Q' = (-Lp(O)/qJ,O) 
be their projections on the lines l and n in the (2, 1)-
direction. The shaded region represents the intersec-
tion of B(O, p(O)) with the (2, I)-octant. This region 
will be referred to as the opposite part of the sphere. It 
lies above the line PP' and below the line Q Q'. 
Let y be a point in the (-2, -1)-octant such that 
B(O, p(O)) ~ B(y, p(y)). We are now ready to con-
struct a point y' near 0 such that B(O, p(O)) ~ 
B (y', p (y')) as well. 
Lemma 4.2. Let y be a point in the (-2, -1 )-
octant such that B(O, p(O)) ~ B(y, p(y)). Then 
B(O, p(O)) ~ B(y', p(y')) if y' satisfies the follow-
ing conditions: 
(1) y' lies in the (-2, -1)-octant. 
(2) d(y, z) = d(y, y') + d(y', z) for every z in the 
opposite part of the sphere. 
Proof: It is sufficient to show that 
B(O, p(O)) ~ B(y', p(y) - d(y, y')) ~ B(y, p(y)). 
As y' lies in the (-2, - I)-octant, the first inclusion can 
be proved by showing that d (y', z) ::: p (y) - d (y, y') 
for each point z in the opposite part, i.e., for each z in 
the (2, I)-octant with d(z, 0) ::: p(O). But according 
to (2), we have for such points z: d(y', z) = d(y, z) -
d(y, y'). Because B(O, p(O)) ~ B(y, p(y)) we know 
d(y, z)::: p(y), so d(y', z)::: p(y) - d(y, y'). 
The second inclusion holds because d(z, y')::: 
p(y) -d(y, y') impliesd(z, y) :::d(z, y') +d(y', y)::: 
p(y). 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let X be a bounded subset of '7}'}. A 
point x E X is a medial axis point if there is no pointy 
with B(x, p(x)) ~ B(y, p(y)) and one of the follow-
ing holds: 
(1) y - x =(a, 0) or (0, a), with \a\::: p(x)/q. 
(2) y - x =(a, a) or (a, -a), with \a\::: p(x)/p. 
(3) y - x = (±1, ±2) or (±2, ±1). 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we can consider 
the situation of Fig. 4. We will construct a point y' 
which satisfies the conditions mentioned in Lemma 4.2. 
The point y lies in one of five regions (see Fig. 5). 
n 
'(-R/p,-R/p) 
Figure 5. The construction of the points y' from the points y on 
the left. The points y' are found by moving in the (2, I)-direction 
until the line l or n is hit. If the line is hit to the left of P' or Q', 
move rightward along the line to one of these points. Regions 1, 
2, 4 and 5 are the shaded areas; region 3 is the half line ending at 
(-2, -1). 
Region 1. y = -a(2, 1) - ,8(1, 1) with a ::=: 0, ,8 2: 
Lp(O)/pJ. Then we take y' = P'. Clearly, P' lies in 
the (-2, -I)-octant. We have P' -y = a(2, 1)+(.B-
Lp(O)/ pJ)(l, 1), a nonnegative linear combination of 
(2, 1) and (1, I). Because all points in the opposite 
part of the sphere lie above the line PP' and below l, it 
is possible for each point z in the opposite part to write 
z - P' as a nonnegative linear combination of (1, 1) 
and (2, 1) as well. This implies d (y, P') + d (P', z) = 
d(y, z). 
Region 2. Suppose y = - a(2, 1) - ,8(1, 1) with 
ageqO, 0<,8 < Lp(O)/pJ. Then we take y'= -
,8(1, 1). Clearly, this y' lies in the (-2, - I)-octant. 
We have y' - y = a(2, 1). Because the opposite 
part lies below the line l and above the x-axis, it is 
possible for all points z in the opposite part to write 
z - y' as a nonnegative linear combination of either 
(1, 1) and (2, 1) or (2, 1) and ( 1, 0). In both cases, 
d(y, y') + d(y', z) = d(y, z). 
Region 3. Suppose y = -a(2, 1) with a > 0. Then 
we take y' = (-2, -1). Clearly y' lies in the (-2, -1)-
octant. We have y' - y = -(a - 1)(2, 1). As the 
opposite part lies below the line l and above x-axis, it 
is possible write for each z in the opposite part to write 
z - y' as a nonnegative linear combination of either 
(1, 1) and (2, 1) or (2, 1) and (0, 1). In both cases 
d(y, y') + d(y', z) = d(y, z). 
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Figure 6. The neighborhood which must be investigated for a point 
with a distance transform value of 31. 
Region 4. Suppose y = -a(2, 1)-,8(1, 0) with a :::: 
0, 0 < ,B < Lp(O)/qj. Take y' = -,B(l, 0), as we did 
for y in region 2. 
Regions. Supposey = -a(2, 1)-,8(1,0)witha:::: 
0, fJ :::: Lp(O)/qj. Take y' = Q', as we did for yin 
region 1. O 
We have now arrived at a local neighborhood of 
the origin which must be inspected in order to deter-
mine if the origin is a medial axis point. This envi-
ronment contains LP (0) / q J points in each of the four 
horizontal or vertical directions, LP (0)/ p J points in 
each of the four diagonal directions and eight points 
at a knights jump from the origin. Of course, similar 
environments for other points can be found by trans-
lation. Note that the size of the environment depends 
on the value of p (x). Figure 6 shows the environment 
corresponding top (0) = 31 for the 5-7-11-metric. The 
environment contains horizontal and vertical branches 
oflength L lf J = 4, diagonal branches oflength L ¥ j = 
6 and eight points at a knights move from the center. 
We will now show that it is possible to restrict the 
neighborhood to sixteen points. Therefore, we must 
consider the case where y is a point on an axis or on a 
diagonal, but not a neighbor of x. 
Lemma 4.4. Let p, r ED, a EN with a> 1. 
(l) If B((O, 0), p) £; B((-a, 0), r), then there is an 
p' E D such that 
B((O, 0), p) s; B((-1, 0), p') s::; B((-a, 0), r). 
Figure 7. The relative positions of two spheres. See the text for an 
explanation. 
(2) If 8((0, 0), p) s; B((-a, -a), r), then there is an 
p' E D such that 
B((O, 0), p) s::; B((-1, -1), p') s; B((-a, -a), r). 
Proof: We will prove only the first part of the lemma, 
as the second part can be proved in a similar way. 
It can be assumed without loss of generality that r 
is the smallest value in D for which B((O, 0), p) s::; 
B((-a, 0), r) holds. The theorem is shown by consid-
ering continuous spheres in stead of discrete ones. We 
will prove that there is an p' E IR such that 
S((O, 0), p) i; S((-1, 0), p') i; S((-a, 0), r). (4.1) 
The lemma follows immediately from this relation by 
applying (2.2) and Definition 2.10. 
Consider the octagons S((0,0),p) and S((-a,0), 
r). Parts of these polygons are depicted in Fig. 7. The 
center of the small sphere is the origin 0. Some of its 
corners, P, Q, R, S and T, are marked. The center of 
the larger sphere is A = (-a, 0); some of its corners, 
P', Q', R', S' and T', are marked. 
There must be a grid point on the segment RS or 
on the segment ST. If S' lies below the line ST, both 
the segments RS and ST lie outside the larger sphere, 
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and so does at least one grid point. This would vio-
late the inclusion relation. Therefore, S' lies above the 
line ST. 
If S' lies above the line RS, the smaller sphere 
would be included in the interior of the larger one, 
and it would be possible to find a value s' < s for 
which S((O, 0), r) s; S((O, -a), s') holds. This would 
imply B((O, 0), r) s; B((O, -a), s'-), violating the 
assumption that s is the smallest value for which this 
inclusion holds. Therefore, S' lies below the line RS. 
The boundaries of the spheres intersect in the points 
X and Y. The projection of these points in the (2, 1)-
respectively the (2, - I)-directions is the point B. Note 
that two degenerate cases can occur. The points R and 
R' can coincide, or the point S' can lie on the segment 
ST. In these situations, X will be chosen to be Sor S', 
respectively. 
Note that the relation S((O, 0), p) s; S((-a, 0), r) 
holds only if R and R' coincide. On the other hand, 
since S((0,0),p) i;:; S((-a,O),r), the shaded area 
Y QR S X R' does not contain any points from 'l}. 
The proof is as follows. We construct a family of 
spheres S(( -t, 0), r (t)) such that r(O) = p, r(a) = r 
and 
S((-t, 0), r(t)) i;:; S((-t', 0), r(t')) (4.2) 
if t s t'. This implies 
S((O, 0), r(O)) i;:; S((-t, 0), r(t)) i;:; S((-a, 0), s) 
(4.3) 
for any t E [O, a]. Then ( 4.1) follows directly by taking 
t = 1 in (4.3). 
The family S( (-t, 0), r(t)) is found by transforming 
S((O, 0), p) gradually into S((-a, 0), r). Intuitively, 
the family can be described as the sequence of spheres 
which is obtained by gradually shifting and enlarging 
S( (0, 0), p) in such a way that S moves along the seg-
ment S X to X, and then along the segment X S' to S', 
while the center of the sphere moves from (0, 0) to 
(-a, 0). 
The family consists of two parts. The first part 
is obtained by applying the transformation M(Z, >..) 
to S((O, 0), r) with>.. rangingfrom 1 to IR'Xl/IRSI. 
This yields the spheres S ( ( -t, 0), r (t)) with t between 
0 and b. 
The second part of the family is obtained 
by applying the transformation M (R', >..) to the 
sphere S((-b, 0), r(b)), with A ranging from 1 to 
JR'S'l/IR'XJ. This yields the spheres S((-t, 0), r(t)) 
with t between band a. 
It remains to be shown that the family thus obtained 
satisfies (4.2). For the first part of the family, this 
follows from Lemma 2.12, combined with the fact that 
the shaded area in Fig. 7 contains no grid points. For the 
second part, increasingness with respect to £ follows 
immediately from Lemma 2.11. Therefore, increas-
ingness with respect to i;:; certainly holds. O 
Now Theorem 4.1 follows directly from Lemma 4.3 
and Lemma 4.4. 
Theorem 4.1 implies that it is sufficient to consider 
16-point neighborhoods in the detection of medial axis 
point. We will now describe the operations which are to 
be performed in such a neighborhood, and the resulting 
algorithm will be presented. 
Let x E X be a point of a set X c 'll}. In order to 
determine whether x is a medial axis point, it must 
be checked for each neighbor y of X in a 16-point 
environment, whether 
B(x, p(x)) s; B(y, p(y)) (4.4) 
holds. There are three cases to be discerned: y is a 
direct (4-connected) neighbor of x, y is an indirect (8-
connected but not 4-connected) neighbor of x, or y is 
at a knights move from x. 
In the last case, d(y, p) = d(y, x) + d(x, p) = 
r + d (x, p) for all p in the (2, 1 )-octant. There-
fore, B(x, p(x)) s; B(y, p(y)) if and only if p(y) ::: 
max{d(y, p) Ip E B(O, p(O, 0))} = r + p(O). 
Now suppose that y is a direct neighbor of x. It can 
be assumed without loss of generality that x = (0, 0) 
and y = (-1, 0). Then (4.4) is true if and only if 
p(-1, 0):;: p(O, 0) +tip, where tip is given by 
tJ.p = max{d((-1, 0), z) - p (0) I z 
E B((O, 0), p(O, O))} (4.5) 
Consider again Fig. 7, and suppose that A is the point 
(-1,0). 
The point z which maximizes d ( ( -1, 0), z) in ( 4.5) 
is a grid point on the boundary of the larger sphere 
which is also included in the smaller sphere. If S' lies 
strictly above the line ST, z lies on the segment R'X, 
but if S' lies on the segment ST, then z can also lie on 
the segment XT. 
In the first case, d((O, 0), z) = max{s E pN + rN I 
s s p(O, 0) }, so d((-1, 0), z) = p + max{s E pN + 
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rN Is ::: p(O, 0) }. In the second case, d((-1, 0), z) = 
d((O, 0), z) + r - q = p(O, 0) + r - q. Using the 
notation S(pr) = max{s' E pN + trN Is' ::: s }, we find 
bp = max(r - q, p(x)(pr) - p(x) + p). (4.6) 
For all but a finite number of values for p(x), p(x) e 
pN+rN. In this situation, the point z which maximizes 
d ( (-1, 0), z) in ( 4.4) lies on the segment R S, therefore 
p(x)(pr) = p(x)andbp = p. Therefore,atableofthe 
values of t:..p can be precomputed for those values of 
p(x) which are not in pN + rN, while for other values 
Ap = p can be used. 
An expression similar to (4.6) can be found for the 
case where y is an indirect neighbor of x. Note that 
for p-q-r-metrics with small values of p, q and r, we 
have p + q - r = 1, such that D..p will al ways be equal 
toporp-1. 
These observations lead to the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 4.5. Let X be a bounded subset of Z2 and 
let d be a p-q-r-metric. 
(1) Compute the internal distance transform p of X. 
(2) For each x E X: 
- If a direct neighbor y of x satisfies p(y) ::::: 
max(p(x) + r - q, p(x)(pr) + p), mark x as a 
non-medial axis point; 
- If an indirect neighbor y of x satisfies p(y) ::::: 
max(p(x) + r - p, p(x)(qr) + q), mark x as a 
non-medial axis point; 
- If a knights move neighbor y of x satisfies 
p (y) ::::: p (x) + r, mark x as a non-medial axis 
point; 
- otherwise mark x as a medial axis point. 
5. The Opening Transform and the Pattern 
Spectrum 
In this section, we present the opening transform and 
the pattern spectrum, and an efficient algorithm for their 
computation, based on the medial axis. An operator 0t 
mapping subsets of a set E to subsets of E is called an 
opening [16] if it satisfies the following properties for 
each X, Y s; E: 
(1) X s; Y -+ 0t(X) s; 0t(Y). 
(2) 0t(0t(X)) = 0t(X). 
(3) 0t(X) £ X. 
From now on, we will restrict to the openings on 
the square grid Z2 and we will assume that this grid 
is provided with a chamfer metric. The most common 
opening is the structural opening, which can be con-
structed by "filling" a set with translates of a structuring 
elements: X o A = U {Ah I h E E, Ah £ X}. The 
structural opening X o B (r) of a set X with a sphere of 
radius r E D is 
X o B(r) = U {B(x, r) Ix E 'll}, B(x, r) £ X}. (5.1) 
A granulometry or size distribution [9, 10] is defined 
as a family {a,} of openings, where the range of r is 
some ordered set and 
OlrOls(X) = Olmax(r,s)(X). (5.2) 
In this paper, the range of r will be D. The family of 
structural openings with discs of a given radius is not 
a size distribution, but it is possible to construct a size 
distribution {a, }reD from them by 
0t,(X) = LJ X o B(s). (5.3) 
s'?:,r 
From the definition of a size distribution, it follows that 
x E 0t, (X) => x E Ots (X) for alls ::: r. This observation 
is the inspiration for the definition of the opening trans-
form. 
Definition 5.1. Let X be a bounded subset of Z2 and 
let {0t,} be a size distribution. The opening transform 
Ax is the mapping from X to D defined by 
Ax(x) = max{r ED Ix E a,(X)}. 
Important information on the shape of X can be ob-
tained by monitoring the change of Otr (X) as the param-
eter r is varied. Maragos [9] defines the pattern spec-
trum (for subsets of ~.2, provided with the Euclidean 
metric) as 
dA(X o B(r)) (5.4) px(r) = dr , 
where A(X o B(r)) is the area of (X o B(r)). For the 
discrete case, this produces the following 
Definition 5.2. [9] Let X be a bounded subset of Z2 
and let a, be the size distribution induced by a chamfer 
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Fif{ure 8. A binary image (a), its medial axis (b), its opening transform (c) and its pattern spectrum (d) as defined by the 5-7- I 1 metric. 
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metric d. The the pattern spectrum p(r) is the function 
from D to N defined by 
Px(r) = Jar(X)J - Ja,+(X)J, 
where l·I denotes the number of points in a set and 
r+ = min{r' E D I r' > r} is the smallest element of 
D which is larger than r. 
Note that the pattern spectrum of a set is equal to the 
histogram of its opening transform. It is therefore pos-
sible to compute the pattern spectrum directly from the 
opening transform. In the rest of this section, we will 
therefore discuss only the opening transform. 
From the definitions of Ax and a, it follows that 
Ax(x) 
- 2 
= max{r E D Ix E B(y, r) s; X for some y E Z }. 
(5.5) 
Because for each x E X, the largest disc centered at x 
and contained in X has radius p (x), this can be reduced 
to 
Ax(x) = max{p(y) I y E 'Z}, x E B(y, p(y))}. (5.6) 
Observe that for each x and y such that x E B (y, p (y)), 
there is also a point m in the medial axis Mx such that 
x E B(m, p(m)). This leads to the relation 
Ax(x) = max{p(m) Im E Mx, x E B(m, p(m))}. 
(5.7) 
This relation can be used to compute the opening trans-
form by successively inspecting all maximal spheres in 
a bounded object X. First, all pixels in the result image 
are given value zero. The medial axis is computed, 
and each medial axis point is inspected in turn. If m 
is the medial axis point being inspected, then all pix-
els in the sphere B(m, p(m)) in the result image are 
visited. If the present value if the pixel in the result 
image is smaller than p (m), the value is updated to 
p (m). In the algorithm presented here, the medial axis 
points are sorted in order of increasing distance trans-
form value and visited in this order. Thus, when the 
points in B(m, p(m)) are being visited, a pixel in the 
result image can never have a value larger than p(m), 
and the pixels in B(m, p(m)) can always be assigned 
value p(m), without prior inspection of the present 
pixel value. This strategy enhances the efficiency of 
the algorithm, because a comparison of pixel values in 
the inner loop is replaced by a sorting of the medial 
axis points, which must be performed just once. As 
p(m) assumes only integer values smaller than some 
maximal value, the medial axis points can be sorted in 
linear time in the number of medial axis points using 
distribution sorting [8]. 
The efficiency of the algorithm depends on an 
efficient way of addressing all pixels in a sphere 
B(m, p(m)). Certainly, computing such spheres in a 
two scan reconstruction algorithm would be too costly. 
In stead, the pixels in the sphere B(O, R), where R is 
the largest occurring value of p(m), are sorted in order 
of increasing distance to the origin. When the sorted 
list is computed, the pixels in each sphere B(O, r) for 
r ::: R can be found by taking a suitable first part of the 
list. The pixels in spheres with different centers_ can be 
found by translation. In practice, the pixeb in B(O, R) 
are not sorted, but computed in the correct order, and 
pixel positions are represented as relative offsets in the 
image array in order to provide fast access to the image. 
Summarizing, the opening transform can be com-
puted by the following: 
Algorithm 5.3. The computation of the opening 
transform of a bounded subset X of 'E} according to 
some chamfer metric d. 
(1) Initialize the result image to 0. 
(2) Compute the distance transforms Pxxt and p and 
the medial axis M x. 
(3) Sort the medial axis points in order of increasing 
distance transform value. 
(4) For all medial axis points, in increasing order: 
- Set the pixels in B(m, p(m)) to p(m). 
As noted before, the size distribution of X is the 
histogram of Ax, so it can be computed from Ax in a 
very straightforward way. 
Figure 8 shows a binary image, its medial axis and 
its distance transform. Dark pixels correspond to large 
distance transform values. The computation of the 
opening transform took 0.43 s, which is two orders 
of maanitude faster than the 45 s required by the brute ~ . 
force algorithm described in [13]. A similar reductwn 
of computation time is found for other images. 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper, we presented a method for computing the 
medial axis defined by spheres in the p-q-r-chamfer 
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metric. This result is an extension of the results in a 
previous paper [ 13], where an algorithm for the class of 
extending metrics was presented. The method is based 
on the understanding of the structure of shortest paths 
in the p-q-r-metric and of the structure of its range. 
The p-q-r-metric approximates the Euclidean dis-
tance with an accuracy of 1.79%, which is sufficient 
in most practical cases. The method proposed here 
produces a close approximation to the Euclidean me-
dial axis. Yet the algorithm is very efficient, requiring 
only four image scans, and local computation in each 
scan. 
Based on the medial axis transform, we presented 
an algorithm for the computation of the opening trans-
form and the pattern spectrum associated with the 5-
7-11 metric. The algorithm also uses a smart address-
ing scheme for pixels within a sphere of given center 
and radius. The approach based on the medial axis 
is two orders of magnitude faster than a brute force 
algorithm. 
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